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Abstract A vast quantity of text data is generated on the 

internet, be it social media articles, news articles, etc. 

Manual creation of summaries is time-consuming, and 

therefore a need for automatic text summaries has arisen. 

Abstractive Text Summarization is the task of generating a 

short and concise summary that captures the salient ideas of 

the source text. The generated summaries potentially 

contain new phrases and sentences that may not appear in 

the source text. In this work, we model abstractive text 

summarization using Attentional Encoder Decoder using 

transformers, and show that they achieve state-of-the-art 

performance on two different corpora. We studied on 

several novel models that address critical problems in 

summarization that are not adequately modelled by the basic 

architecture, such as modelling key-words, capturing the 

hierarchy of sentence-to word structure, and emitting words 

that are rare or unseen at training time. Our work shows that 

our proposed model contribute to further improvement in 

performance. In future, we will also try to propose a new 

dataset consisting of multisentence summaries, and 

establish performance benchmarks for further research. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1  Introduction 

With the present explosion of data circulating the digital 

space, which is mostly nonstructured textual data, there is 

a need to develop automatic text summarization tools that 

allow people to get insights from them easily. Currently, 

we enjoy quick access to enormous amounts of 

information. However, most of this information is 

redundant, insignificant, and may not convey the intended 

meaning. For example, if you are looking for specific 

information from an online news article, you may have to 

dig through its content and spend a lot of time weeding 

out the unnecessary stuff before getting the information 

you want. Therefore, using automatic text summarizers 

capable of extracting useful information that leaves out 

inessential and insignificant data is becoming vital. 

Implementing summarization can enhance the readability 

of documents, reduce the time spent in researching for 

information, and allow for more information to be fitted 

in a particular area. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

Techniques like multi-layer preceptorn (MLP) work well 

your input data is vector and convolutional neural 

networks works very well if your input data is an image. 

What if my input x is a sequence? What if x is a sequence 

of words? In most languages sequence of words matters a 

lot. We need to somehow preserve the sequence of words. 

The core idea here is if output depends on a sequence of 

inputs, then we need to build a new type of neural network 

which gives importance to sequence information, which 

somehow retains and leverages the sequence information 
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1.3  Objective  

We can build a Seq2Seq model on any problem which 

involves sequential information. In our case, our 

objective is to build a text summarizer where the input is 

a long sequence of words (in a text body), and the output 

is a summary (which is a sequence as well). So, we can 

model this as a Many-to-Many Seq2Seq problem. A 

many to many seq2seq model have two building blocks-

Encoder and Decoder. The Encoder-Decoder BE VIII-

Sem IT Dept Stanley College of Engineering & 

Technology for Women 3 architecture is mainly used to 

solve the sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) problems 

where the input and output sequences are of different 

lengths. Generally, variants of Recurrent Neural 

Networks (RNNs), i.e., Gated Recurrent Neural Network 

(GRU) or Long ShortTerm Memory (LSTM), are 

preferred as the encoder and decoder components. This is 

because they are capable of capturing long term 

dependencies by overcoming the problem of vanishing 

gradient. 

. 

2. Literature Survey   

Abstractive Text Summarization using Sequence-to-

sequence RNNs and Beyond 

 In this work, Ramesh Nallapati had modelled an 

abstractive text summarization using Attentional Encoder 

Decoder Recurrent Neural Networks, and shown that they 

achieve state-of-the-art performance on two different 

corpora. He proposed several novel models that address 

critical problems in summarization that are not 

adequately modelled by the basic architecture, such as 

modelling key-words, capturing the hierarchy of 

sentence-to word structure, and emitting words that are 

rare or unseen at training time. Their work shows that 

many of their proposed models contribute to further 

improvement in performance. They also proposedd a new 

dataset consisting of multisentence summaries, and 

establish performance benchmarks for further research.  

 Deep Reinforcement Learning for Sequence-to-

Sequence Models 

 In recent times, sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) models 

have gained a lot of popularity and provide state-of the-

art performance in a wide variety of tasks such as machine 

translation, headline generation, text summarization, 

speech to text conversion, and image caption generation. 

The underlying framework for all these models is usually 

a deep neural network comprising an encoder and a 

decoder. Although simple encoder decoder models 

produce competitive results, many researchers have 

proposed additional improvements over these seq2seq 

models, e.g., using an attention-based model over the 

input, pointer generation models, and self-attention 

models. However, such seq2seq models suffer from two 

common problems: 1) exposure bias and 2) inconsistency 

between train/test measurement. Recently, a completely 

novel point of view has emerged in addressing these two 

problems in seq2seq models, leveraging methods from 

reinforcement learning (RL). In this survey, Yaser 

Keneshloo considered seq2seq problems from the RL 

point of view and provide a formulation combining the 

power of RL methods in decision-making with seq2seq 

models that enable remembering long-term memories. 

They presented some of the most recent frameworks that 

combine concepts from RL and deep neural networks. 

Their work aims to provide BE VIII-Sem IT Dept Stanley 

College of Engineering & Technology for Women 8 

insights into some of the problems that inherently arise 

with current approaches and how they can address them 

with better RL models. They also provided the source 

code for implementing most of the RL models discussed 

in this paper to support the complex task of abstractive 

text summarization and provide some targeted 

experiments for these RL models, both in terms of 

performance and training time 

A Large-Scale Text Summarization Dataset  

 Sequence-to-sequence models have recently gained the 

state-of-the-art performance in summarization. However, 

not too many large-scale high-quality datasets are 

available and almost all the available ones are mainly 

news articles with specific writing style. Moreover, 

abstractive human-style systems involving description of 

the content at a deeper level require data with higher 

levels of abstraction. In this paper, Mahnaz Koupaee 

presented WikiHow, a dataset of more than 230,000 

article and summary pairs extracted and constructed from 

an online knowledge base written by different human 

authors. The articles span a wide range of topics and 

therefore represent high diversity styles. They evaluated 

the performance of the existing methods on WikiHow to 

present its challenges and set some baselines to further 

improve it. 
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3. OVERVIEW OF THESYSTEM 

3.1  Existing System 

 

• In the past few years, neural abstractive text 

summarization with sequence-tosequence (seq2seq) models 

have gained a lot of popularity. Many interesting techniques 

have been proposed to improve seq2seq models, making 

them capable of handling different challenges, such as 

saliency, fluency and human readability, and generate high-

quality summaries. Generally speaking, most of these 

techniques differ in one of these three categories: network 

structure, parameter inference, and decoding/generation. 

There are also other concerns, such as efficiency and 

parallelism for training a model. In this paper, Yaser 

Keneshloo provided a comprehensive literature survey on 

different seq2seq models for abstractive text summarization 

from the viewpoint of network structures, training 

strategies, and summary generation algorithms. Several 

models were first proposed for language. 

 

3.2 Proposed System 

The sequence-to-sequence encoder-decoder architecture 

is the base for sequence transduction tasks. It essentially 

suggests encoding the complete sequence at once and 

then using this encoding as a context for the generation of 

decoded sequence or the target sequence. The seq2seq 

model consists of separate RNNs at encoder and decoder 

respectively. The encoded sequence is the hidden state of 

the RNN at the encoder network. Using this encoded 

sequence and (usually) word-level generative modelling, 

seq2seq generates the target sequence. Since encoding is 

at the word-level, for longer sequences it is difficult to 

preserve the context at the encoder, hence the well-known 

attention mechanism was incorporated with seq2seq to 

‘pay attention’ at specific words in the sequence that 

prominently contribute to the generation of the target 

sequence. Attention is weighing individual words in the 

input sequence according to the impact they make on the 

target sequence generation. 

3.3 Proposed System Design 

In this project work, I used five modules and each module 

has own functions, such as: 

1. The Dataset  

2.  Preprocessing  

3. Utility Functions  

4. The Model  

5. Training the Model  

6. Inference 

 

3.3.1 Dataset 

 

For this task, we have used Inshorts Dataset. Inshorts is a 

service that collects news from various sources and 

publishes them as a summary (‘in short’). “Stay informed 

in 60 words.” is the tagline of the service. For training, we 

will consider the headline as the summary of a news 

article and the original article will be the context. The 

columns which were unnecessary for this task (Source, 

Time, Date) are removed. The dataset has ~55k samples 

of news-headlines pairs. There are ~76k unique words in 

the news data and ~29k in the headlines. The sample with 

the longest news sequence consists of 469 words and the 

average length of news is 368 words, while that of the 

headlines is 96 and 63 words respectively. 

3.3.2 Preprocessing 

 

Here we perform basic preprocessing that is required to train 

any NLP model. For  

recognizing the start and end of target sequences, we pad 

them with start (“<go>”) and  

end (“<stop>”) tokens  

We fit a Tokenizer on the sequences which essentially 

filters punctuation marks,  

converts text to lower case, maintains a vocabulary dict 

which is ordered by frequency of occurrence of words and 

contains a mapping of words with their token equivalents 

and  

finally, converts the textual data to tokens which can be 

directly inputted to the model. 
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3.3.3 Utility Functions   

 

We finally move on to the components of the Transformer 

which will directly contribute to the model. 

 

 

3.3.4 The Model   

We arrive at the construction of the Transformer model 

 

  

 

Stacking the Layers in the ‘Model’: 

 

 

 Finally, we stack all the intermediate layers in a Custom 

Model class inherited from tf.keras.Model class.We select 

the appropriate model or the degree of the polynomial (if 

using regression model only) by minimizing the error on the 

cross-validation set. 
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3.3.5 Training Model: 

Following are the hyper-parameter values that we have used 

while training the summarizer: 

 

 

3.3.6 INFERENCE  

 we need to write a custom inference step as the model is 

used to receiving target sequence as an input at the decoder 

(Teacher Forcing). However, while testing, we need to use 

the previous predictions as input at the decoder. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 Architecture 

 

Fig 1: Transformer Architecture 

Above architecture diagram shows three stages of data 

flow form one module to another module. Back-end 

storage use data to store in cloud server proxy server 

manages data by handling container data share package 

and share cache data, Client-side uploads data and 

manage data in effective way which satisfies container 

management system. 

Algorithm: 

 

Positional Encodings: These functions are responsible for 

obtaining the positional encodings for the input sequences. 

Positional Encodings basically induces a notion of 

ordering among the input words, since the self-attention 

mechanism used in the Transformer has no regard for it. 

 

Here, i is the dimension and pos is the position of the word. 

We use sine for even values (2i) of dimensions and cosine 

for odd values (2i + 1). There are several choices for 

positional encodings — learned or fixed. This is the fixed 
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way as the paper states learned as well as fixed methods 

achieved identical results. 

Masking: 

Padding mask is responsible for ignoring the external 

padding added to sequences that are shorter than maxlen. 

Look-ahead mask is responsible for ignoring the words 

that occur after a given current word in the target sequence 

from contributing to the prediction of the current word. 

 

Padding Mask: The input vector of the sequences is 

supposed to be fixed in length. Hence, a max_length 

parameter defines the maximum length of a sequence that 

the transformer can accept. All the sequences that are 

greater in length than max_length is truncated while 

shorter sequences are padded with zeros. The zero-

paddings, however, are not supposed to contribute to the 

attention calculation nor in the target sequence generation. 

The working of padding mask is explained in the adjacent 

figure. This is an optional operation in the Transformer. 

Look-ahead Mask: While generating target sequences at 

the decoder, since the Transformer uses self-attention, it 

tends to include all the words from the decoder inputs. But 

practically this is incorrect. Only the words preceding the 

current word may contribute to the generation of the next 

word. Masked Multi-Head Attention ensures this 

  

5 RESULTS  

Here, we obtain the output for the first word, append 

it to the first word and jointly obtain the third word as 

the output for the sequence of the first and the second 

word, again appending this output to the decoder 

inputs and repeating until either the length of output 

sequence reaches maxlen, or the predicted word is 

“”.. 

 

Fig 80-20 split GBDT distribution graph 

 

 

 

 In Table 3 rows (A), we vary the number of attention 

heads and the attention key and value dimensions, 

keeping the amount of computation constant. To evaluate 

the importance of different components of the 

Transformer, we varied our base model in different ways, 

measuring the change in performance on English-to-

German translation on the development set. 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

 In this work, we apply the attentional encoder-

decoder for the task of abstractive summarization using 

transformer with very promising results, outperforming 

state-ofthe-art results significantly on two different 

datasets. Our proposed novel model addresses a specific 

problem in abstractive summarization, yielding further 

improvement in performance. As part of our future work, 

we plan to focus our efforts on the data and build more 

robust model for summaries consisting of multiple 

documents. We’ve seen the issues with RNN-based 

approaches in sequence transduction tasks and how the 

revolutionary, Transformer model addresses them. Later, 
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we studied the mechanisms underlying the Transformer 

and their working. Finally, we saw how various 

components and the underlying mechanisms work with 

the Transformer. We’ve successfully implemented the 

well-know Transformer model using the Tensor Flow 

API. We have also addressed a fairly difficult use case in 

deep learning and obtained decent results on it.. 
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